**In operando Detection of Three-Way Catalyst Aging by a Microwave-Based Method: Initial Studies**
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**Abstract:** Initial studies on aging detection of three way catalysts with a microwave cavity perturbation method were conducted. Two physico-chemical effects correlate with the aging state. At high temperatures, the resonance frequencies for oxidized catalysts ($\lambda = 1.02$) are not influenced by aging, but are significantly affected by aging in the reduced case ($\lambda = 0.98$). The catalyst aging state can therefore potentially be inferred from the resonance frequency differences between reduced and oxidized states or from the resonance frequency amplitudes during lambda oscillations. Secondly, adsorbed water at low temperatures strongly affects the resonance frequencies. Light-off experiment studies showed that the resonance frequency depends on the aging state at temperatures below the oxygen storage light-off. These differences were attributed to different water sorption capabilities of differently aged samples due to a surface area decrease with proceeding aging. In addition to the aging state, the water content in the feed gas and the temperature affect the amount of adsorbed water, leading to different integral electrical material properties of the catalyst and changing the resonance properties of the catalyst-filled canning. The classical aging-related properties of the catalyst (oxygen storage capacity, oxygen storage light-off, surface area), agreed very well with data obtained by the microwave-based method.
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1. Introduction

Increasingly tighter emission limits, along with the pressure on the automotive industry to reduce fuel consumption, require new concepts for controlling and monitoring of emission reduction systems [1,2].

To abate exhaust gas emission of gasoline engines, three-way catalysts (TWC) are used. They consist of ceramic honeycomb monoliths, mostly of cordierite, with small channels that are coated with a so-called washcoat. A typical washcoat consists of carrier oxides of stabilized alumina, highly dispersed precious metals (Pt, Rh, and Pd) and an oxygen buffer of ceria zirconia solid solutions [3]. The washcoat provides specific surfaces in the range of 100 m$^2$/g.

For stoichiometrically operated gasoline engines, the air-fuel ratio ($\lambda$) is determined in the exhaust gas by means of a first lambda probe. When a deviation from the nominal stoichiometric value of $\lambda = 1$ occurs, the air-fuel ratio is adjusted. As an average over time, a stoichiometric value of about $\lambda = 1$ must be ensured. An optimal conversion occurs only as long as the catalyst is still in good condition, i.e., as long as it is not “aged”. A decreasing catalyst quality leads to a decrease in the conversion of harmful and limited exhaust components like hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitrogen oxides (NO$x$), and to an increase in the light-off temperature. These effects are correlated with the ability of the TWC to store oxygen. A second lambda-probe arranged downstream of the TWC is able to detect this. By an indirect method, the state of the oxygen storage catalyst, more exactly the oxidation state of the applied ceria in the washcoat, is deduced from the signals of the two lambda-probes applying complicated models. More details on the present state-of-the-art can be found in the literature [4,5].

A relatively new approach to determine the state of catalysts in situ uses the so-called microwave cavity perturbation method. It measures directly the ceria oxidation state as has been shown previously by careful titrations experiments [6]. It allows also to find more exactly the point of best operation, which depends slightly on the type of reducing agents and hence on the type and quality of the fuel (gas, gasoline, biofuel, etc.) and on the combustion processes. Even more, a TWC model from [7] could have been quantitatively validated [8]. First attempts to control a TWC-based exhaust gas aftertreatment system have also been published [9,10].

This microwave-based method has been successfully studied in lab experiments [11] as well as in an engine dynamometer test benches [12]. Even for novel exhaust catalyst systems, like NH$_3$-SCR catalysts, where the amount of stored ammonia needs to be detected [13] or for diesel particulate filters, where the amount of stored soot is an important measurand [14], this microwave-based technique can be applied. A recent overview on this technique is given in [15].

For a simplified arrangement of the microwave-based technique, the canning of the catalyst forms a cavity resonator, which is filled with the TWC monolith including its washcoat. As a “sensing element”, one coaxial antenna is installed into the canning. The resonance behavior of such a device depends on the electrical material parameters (conductivity and complex permittivity) of the catalyst
device. Because the electrical properties of the cordierite honeycomb are not dependent on the exhaust composition, but the properties of the catalytically active washcoat depend on the state of the catalyst, the resonance behavior can be used as a measure for the oxidation state of ceria in the washcoat, which correlates fully with the conductivity of ceria in the ceria-zirconia storage material [16].

The resonance parameters can be determined by the $S$-parameters [17] in transmission ($S_{21}$ or $S_{12}$) if one uses two antennas or in reflection with only antenna as it is the case in this study. Then the reflection parameter $S_{11}$ shows distinct minima, each of them can be attributed to distinct resonance modes and the corresponding resonance frequencies, $f_{\text{res}}$. A typical $S_{11}$-spectrum around a resonance mode is shown in Figure 1b. Further details on the microwave cavity perturbation method applied in the automotive exhaust can be found in [15,18,19].

Prior investigations with this method on the state observation of three-way catalysts with the size of $\varnothing 4.66'' \times 6''$ ($\varnothing 11.84 \text{ cm} \times 15.24 \text{ cm}$; full size as it is installed in the exhaust pipe) [11,12,20] and $\varnothing 1'' \times 3''$ ($\varnothing 2.54 \text{ cm} \times 7.62 \text{ cm}$; typical lab sample) [6,8] have shown that there is a good correlation between the resonance parameter “resonance frequency” and the catalysts’ oxidation states.

This work reports for the first time on an initial study to investigate whether the microwave-based technique can also be used to detect the aging state of the catalyst.
2. Experimental Section

The results shown in this work were obtained in a dynamic test bench for 1\(\times\)3″ catalyst cores. A TWC sample with a precious metal loading of 100 g/ft\(^3\) (Pt:Pd:Rh = 1:8:1) was used in three different aging states. After obtaining results in a fresh state, the sample was aged at 850 °C for 12 h (aging state ①) and in a further step at 1050 °C for 12 h under cycling lean-rich conditions (aging state ②). All tests were conducted with a constant flow rate of 2500 L/h, which corresponds to a gas-hourly space velocity of about 65,000 h\(^{-1}\). Prior to each test, the catalyst samples were pre-conditioned at 600 °C under cycling lean-rich atmosphere and cooled down in nitrogen atmosphere.

The gas-mixture of the shown light-off experiments were composed of 10% H\(_2\O\), 10% CO\(_2\), 1000 ppm NO and 333 ppm C\(_3\)H\(_8\) in N\(_2\). To adjust the air-fuel ratio \(\lambda\) of the feed gas, O\(_2\), CO and H\(_2\) were added. For that purpose, CO and H\(_2\) were premixed in a constant ratio of 3:1, with a minimum value of 2000 ppm CO. For a lean feed gas with \(\lambda \geq 1\), the oxygen concentration was varied and for the rich compositions with \(\lambda < 1\), the CO and H\(_2\) concentration was varied at a constant O\(_2\) concentration of 2498 ppm. The \(\lambda\)-value was calculated using the feed gas concentration of each component \(i\), whereby \(X_i\) denotes its mole fraction (adapted from [7]):

\[
\lambda = \frac{2 \cdot X_{O_2} + 2 \cdot X_{CO_2} + X_{CO} + X_{NO} + X_{NO_2} + X_{H_2O}}{2 \cdot X_{CO_2} + 2 \cdot X_{CO} + X_{H_2} + 10 \cdot X_{C_3H_8} + X_{H_2O}}
\]  

(1)

The microwave measurement system consists of an upstream-located stub-like coaxial antenna connected via coaxial cable to a vector network analyzer (VNA Master MS2028C, Anritsu, München, Germany). Additionally, a thermocouple and a wideband lambda probe (UEGO) was installed upstream, a binary lambda probe (EGO) was installed downstream of the catalyst. A schematic sketch of the test setup is shown in Figure 1a. Similarly to [12], no attempt has been made at this stage to optimize the coupling of the feeds to the resonator (i.e., to optimize the position and the length of the antennas) because, in contrast to applications, in which the dielectric properties should be measured under process conditions [21], it was the intention to disturb the resonator anyway with the catalyst filling. Therefore, with this system only relative changes in the resonance behavior can be measured.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Aging Dependency of the Resonance Frequencies of Reduced Ceria

Since the aging degree of a TWC is correlated with its light-off temperature [22], and since the resonance frequency depends on catalyst temperature [6], the first series of experiments investigated the temperature dependence of the samples at different aging states in light-off experiments. At each aging state of the catalyst sample, three light-off experiments were conducted. Two runs were conducted under constant lean atmosphere of \(\lambda = 1.02\) or under rich atmosphere at \(\lambda = 0.98\). Starting at 80 °C, the temperature was increased with a constant rate heating of 20 K/min up to 600 °C. The third test was performed under periodical lean-rich switching between \(\lambda = 0.98\) and 1.02 for 20 s each and a constant increase of the temperature with a rate of 10 K/min.
The resonance frequencies obtained during heating for the fresh and the differently aged TWC samples are shown in Figure 2.

At low temperatures, the resonance frequencies increase in all cases up to a maximum at about 190 °C followed by a decrease. Indicated by differences between the resonance frequency curves obtained from constant rich and lean feed gas as well as by the amplitudes of the air-fuel ratio oscillations, the catalysts’ oxygen storage capacity is reduced with each aging step. This observation is mirrored by the calculated oxygen uptake of the sample when the step-like rich-lean changes in the feed gas are applied during heating. By integrating the excess oxygen, the amount of stored oxygen was calculated. It was based on the approach and equations reported in [23]. For that purpose, rich-lean switch were conducted. The integration started when the lambda probe signal upstream of the catalyst indicated a lean atmosphere and ended when the lambda probe downstream of the catalyst indicated lean exhausts. The results are shown in Figure 3 for samples in all three aging states.

Figure 2. Resonance frequencies of a fresh and aged TWC samples at constant feed gas composition with $\lambda = 1.02$ (dotted blue line) and $\lambda = 0.98$ (drawn red line) and with alternating $\lambda$ (black line) during light-off tests: (a) fresh sample; (b) aging state ① (850 °C, 12 h); and (c) aging state ② (1050 °C, additional 12 h).
Figure 3. Oxygen storage capacity (OSC) during light-off tests with alternating rich-lean feed gases for samples with three different aging states.

Besides the OSC decrease that occurs at higher temperature of some hundreds of degrees Celsius with aging, one finds an increasing OSC in the lower temperature range for both fresh and aged samples.

Let us consider Figure 2 in detail. At $\lambda = 1.02$, the oxygen buffer is completely filled up, i.e., ceria exists in the form of Ce$^{4+}$. Therefore, the temperature dependency of the resonance frequency cannot be due to changes in the oxidation state of ceria. The line for $\lambda = 1.02$ can therefore be considered as a baseline, indicating the “full” oxygen buffer. Its temperature dependency may be explained by the volume expansion of the catalyst housing with temperature in conjunction with the increase of the electrical conductivity, as expected for an oxide semiconductor [24]. Both effects affect the resonance frequency. This has already been demonstrated in [25]. The resonance frequency differences between the curves at $\lambda = 0.98$ and 1.02, however, increase with increasing temperature. On the one hand, the electrical material properties, mainly the conductivity, of Ce$^{3+}$ are different to those of Ce$^{4+}$ [24]. On the other hand, the ratio of Ce$^{3+}$ to the total ceria amount increase with temperature at a constant feed gas $\lambda$ of 0.98 resulting in a stronger decreasing curve compared to the one at $\lambda = 1.02$.

In the fresh state, an additional effect can be observed in the resonance frequency plot in Figure 2a. Between a temperature of about 150 °C and 270 °C, the resonance frequency curve obtained under rich conditions is slightly above the one measured at $\lambda = 1.02$. This is just mentioned here; it will be discussed later.

The very small differences in the resonance frequency between the tests with constant feed gas and the ones with alternating atmospheres can be explained by a slightly different temperature downstream of the catalyst as a result of the different exothermicities of the occurring reactions.

One of the key functionalities of the three way catalysts is their oxygen storage capacity to buffer lean-rich variations in the feed gas stoichiometry. By thermal and chemical stress, this oxygen storage capacity decreases with time and has to be monitored in automotive engine exhaust applications (on board diagnosis, OBD). In this study, the OSC was calculated in accordance to ([23], pages 25–28, 140). Thereby, the excess oxygen was integrated starting at a rich-lean change (indicated by the upstream-located wideband lambda-probe $\lambda > 1$) and ending indicated by a detected lean exhaust downstream of the catalyst ($U_{Ego} < 450$ mV). As can be seen in Figure 3, the calculated OSC using the data of the lambda probes up- and downstream the catalyst decreases with proceeding aging. The amount of stored oxygen decreases by about 20% between the fresh state and the first
aging state ①, and by about further 37% between aging state ① and aging state ② at a catalyst temperature of 600 °C. Altogether, a 50% OSC decrease can be noted between the fresh and the second aging state.

Since at 600 °C all resonance frequencies at $\lambda = 1.02$ are equal, and since water adsorption can be neglected at this high temperature, it can be assumed that due to the ageing procedure no material loss occurs and therefore, the same amount of ceria is available on the catalyst. Due to aging, the TWC is less reduced under the same reducing conditions, here at $\lambda = 0.98$. Therefore, the differences in the resonance frequencies $\Delta f_{\text{res}}$ measured between $\lambda = 0.98$ and 1.02 get increasingly smaller with proceeding catalyst aging since the catalyst gets less reduced with increased OSC loss.

The resonance frequency difference at 600 °C after the first aging step is $\Delta f_{\text{res}} = 38.6$ MHz and $\Delta f_{\text{res}} = 22.2$ MHz for the second aging, which is a reduction of about 42% between both aging steps. This is in the same range as the OSC deterioration of about 37%.

3.2. Microwave-Based Detection of Aging State Dependent Water Adsorption at Low Temperatures

A further aging-dependent difference in the resonance data can be seen at low temperatures below 180 °C. Figure 4 shows the time dependent resonance frequencies and temperatures during heating under a constant feed gas atmosphere at $\lambda = 1.02$. The resonance frequencies at the starting point of the temperature ramp at $T = 80$ °C differ from each other depending on the aging state. With increasing temperature, the resonance frequencies increase. The steepness of the curves, or, in other words, the time-derivative $df_{\text{res}}/dt$, respectively, the temperature dependency $df_{\text{res}}/dT$, differ depending on the aging state. For temperatures $T > 180$ °C, however, all resonance frequencies have the same value.

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4.** Resonance frequencies of a fresh (red), at 850 °C aged (blue, aging state ①) and at 1050 °C aged (black, aging state ②) TWC-sample at the beginning of light-off tests with a ramp of 20 °C/min and a constant lean feed gas of $\lambda = 1.02$ as well as the corresponding feed gas temperatures.

The observed resonance frequency increases at low temperatures and their dependence on the aging state can be explained by assuming an effect of adsorbed water on the microwave signal. Therefore, the water influence is investigated further.

Since the oxidation state of ceria under rich conditions is dependent on temperature and on the oxygen partial pressure, the following experiments are conducted in lean atmosphere to ensure that all ceria exists
in form of Ce\(^{4+}\). The gas mixture was calculated according to Equation (1) to \(\lambda = 1.05\) with a water content of 10 vol. %. All feed gas species were then kept constant, with the exception of water, which was varied between 0 and 10 vol. % in steps of 2% balanced with \(\text{N}_2\) to a total flow rate of 2500 L/h. Additionally, the feed gas temperature was varied between 70 and 300 °C. The water content at all tested conditions was below the dew point to avoid condensation.

Figure 5 shows for the fresh catalyst sample the resonance frequency differences (\(\Delta f_{\text{res}}\)) between water containing and water free feed gas. A huge influence on the water content can be seen. With increasing temperature, this influence gets smaller. The dependence is in accordance to results on the influence of relative humidity between 13 °C and 80 °C obtained on measurements with diesel particulate filter substrates [25].

It is well known from \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\)-based humidity sensors that \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\), which is part of the washcoat to provide a high surface area, is able to adsorb water [26]. Temperature programmed desorption experiments on \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) in [27,28] have shown that water still desorbs at temperatures above the here-tested 300 °C. Nanosized ceria is able to sorb water as well [29]. It is even considered as a material for humidity sensors [30] since its electrical impedance changes by decades with water in the ambience.

As already shown in Figure 4, the aging state of the catalyst has an influence on the resonance frequency at low temperatures. Figure 6 compares the resonance frequency differences when 2 or 10 vol. % water are added to the feed gas to the ones without water in the feed for the three aging states. When aging proceeds, the influence of water decreases for both water concentrations. The influence of water on the high temperature aged sample (aging state ②) is about 50% smaller compared to the fresh sample. The different amounts of adsorbed water and therefore the different resonance behavior during desorption may be a measure for the TWCs’ aging state.

![Figure 5](image_url)  
**Figure 5.** Resonance frequency differences, \(\Delta f_{\text{res}}\), between water free and 2–10 vol. % water containing feed gas, measured with a fresh catalyst sample.
Figure 6. Temperature dependent resonance frequency differences to water-free feed gas compositions for all three aging state.

Since the surface area, which decreases with aging due to sintering effects, may have an influence on the sorption of water, a BET analysis of catalyst samples that were analogously aged was conducted. The BET surface area of the milled fresh catalyst including the cordierite honeycomb is 49.2 m²/g. Aged at 850 °C, it is reduced by about 33% to 33.0 m²/g and after the second aging by about 48% compared to the fresh state to a value of 25.4 m²/g. Figure 2 had shown that between 150 and 290 °C the resonance frequencies at $\lambda = 1.02$ are slightly lower than the one at $\lambda = 0.98$. A different amount of adsorbed water depending on the oxidation state of the ceria may be an explanation for this effect. Since the influence of water on the resonance frequency is not negligible at those temperatures, and since the surface area in the fresh state is higher than the one in an aged state, this small effect disappears when the catalyst sample gets aged. However, this explanation needs further support by appropriate experiments.

All obtained data are summarized in Figure 7 in a strongly normalized representation, so that all values lie in a range between 100% and 200%. Red bars denote fresh catalysts, blue bars stand for samples aged at 850 °C (aging state ①), and black bars indicate samples aged at 1050 °C (aging state ②). Whereas the first three groups (light off temperature, oxygen storage capacity, BET surface) are classical catalyst data, as they are used for catalyst characterization, the microwave-derived data are evaluated in this study for the first time. It is astonishing how similar they behave. Especially the changes of the oxygen storage capacity (derived at 500 °C) and the resonance frequency at 80 °C seem to correlate quite well. These observations may open the door not only to control an engine with the microwave-based method, but also to determine catalyst-aging processes with this method, which is required for on-board diagnosis (OBD).
Figure 7. Normalized parameters that vary with aging: The following normalization equations were used: (a) for the OSC light off temperature: $100 \times (\Delta T_{\text{light off}}/\Delta T_{\text{light off, max}} + 1)$; (b) for OSC, the reciprocal value was normalized: $100 \times (1/[\text{OSC}] / 1/[\text{OSC, max}] + 1)$; (c) for the BET surface, the reciprocal value was normalized: $100 \times (1/[\text{BET}] / 1/[\text{BET, max}] + 1)$; (d) for the slope of the resonance frequency at 90 °C: $100 \times (\Delta [d_{\text{res}}/dT] / \Delta [d_{\text{res}}/dT, \text{max}] + 1)$; and (e) for the resonance frequency at 80 °C: $100 \times (\Delta f_{\text{res}} / \Delta f_{\text{res, max}} + 1)$.

The demonstrated effect is based on a correlation between surface area and water adsorption capacity of the washcoat. Since such a correlation is expected for all kinds of high surface area catalysts, the proposed OBD procedure is not limited to three way catalysts. Rather the method should be useful for different catalyst technologies such as diesel oxidation catalysts, catalytically coated filters, NOx-storage catalysts or SCR catalysts. The method might be especially advantageous for ceria-free catalysts such as diesel oxidation catalysts, since there is currently a lack of proven OBD methods for these catalysts.

4. Conclusions

First investigations with a catalyst sample in different aging states have shown differences in the resonance behavior depending on the catalysts’ aging state. With decreasing oxygen storage capacity, the maximum resonance frequency amplitude between the reduced and the oxidized state decreases. It was also shown that the temperature dependent resonance frequencies of a fresh catalyst behave differently to aged ones.

The influence of the water concentration on the resonance frequency at low temperatures, between 70 °C and 300 °C, was also investigated. With increasing water content, the resonance frequency shifts towards lower frequencies and the absolute resonance frequency differences compared to water-free feed gases increase. When aging proceeds, the total surface area of the catalyst decreases resulting in lower water adsorption and a decreased influence on the resonance frequency. This reduced water adsorption capability with proceeding aging may be used to determine the aging state of a catalyst by evaluating the change in resonance frequency by time and/or temperature. The low temperature slopes of the resonance
frequency curves during heating or their values themselves at fixed low temperature decrease when aging proceeds. A direct application for OBD may be investigated in future studies.
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